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- Another way into a poem is through sound. So maybe I'm walking down the stairs from the 

shower and I get the tooth of a line, "Ambition bit her." I like it because bit is inside ambition, and 

then I start going off on a riff on that, so "bitter," what else is in ambition, what else does it call to: 

amble, amber. I write a string of words and I can show you just a little bit of a notebook. This is 

really a word-cloud, this is truly how I might being. I don't want my mind to go straight at this idea 

of "ambition bit her," I want to play with the sound for a while and see where it might lead me. And 

so I create a nest of words that go from sound eventually to sense, but it's a long process. So 

ambition bit her: I'm just going to read you a list of words. Turbine bourbon conifer timber song 

friend tend trend render derma pander drama murder moodra mind mined rise ruse nick knuckle 

amble back want haunt whet not jaundice -- truly this was a list of words that started a poem for me, 

and the way it works is that I write down a few words that just pop into my mind and then I try to 

associate by sound, not making a story out of it, resisting the temptation to make a narrative out of 

it, and just go with the sounds -- because they're stranger, and it's more fun, and it takes longer to 

get to making sense. 

 

But then I'd start to play the words off one another, so: bitter and ambition, ambition bit her, how is 

injury kin to ambition, is envy the offspring the injury, venn diagram, what she wants haunts, under 

purple derma lurks umbrage -- this is a sequence that came directly out of this list. I love the sound 

of it -- What does it mean? I'm not sure, but by this time I think I might be on to something, I might 

be moving my way toward a poem. Dickinson tells us: "Tell all the truth, but tell it slant / Success in 

circuit lies": that is the method for this kind of making of a poem. It's not going directly at the idea 

but walking all the way around it. What can I discover by coming into closer contact with it before 

making a judgement. This might be what Keats would call negative capability. You know -- existing 

in uncertainty without any -- I can't remember how he describes the -- irritable, maybe, reaching 

after fact and reason. So I'm not reaching after fact and reason, I'm reaching for sound at this point. 

 

So there are methods to do this. You know rhyme is a method, it's a method that's been employed 



 

for centuries, it's a method that in some ways has fallen out of favor, that's seen as too manipulative, 

there aren't that many choices in English for rhymes, really, so they become predictable, but there 

are ways that you can make that sonic boom happen and create those echoes and have that cascade 

of sounds in a poem without going to direct rhyme. One of the ways you can do this is to take a 

linguistics class in college and figure out which sounds are consonant pairs, in particular. So you can 

echo on the vowel, and that's slant rhyme, everybody does that, and it's fine. That's good. It gives 

you more choices too. But you can make more exact rhymes without looking like you're making 

exact rhymes and still get the echoes, and that would be by figuring out which consonants come 

from the same places in the mouth, and a linguistics course will tell you which those are. But you can 

figure those out yourself by trying to make the sound rather than the letter, so Ds and Ts, your  

tongue does the same thing against the teeth. Fricatives, the Fs and the Vs, these are voiced and 

unvoiced consonants. The nasals, Ms and Ns, go togther. Gs and K sounds or hard Cs go together, J 

and CH, the labials B and P, the liquids Ls and Rs, and so you can get sounds that are exact rhymes 

just by playing with these consonant pairs, for example "Savor," having a favor, rather than rhyming 

on savor you can rhyme on "safer", so the F and the V would echo one another there. "Jelly" and 

"Cherry" are a good rhyme because the Ls and Rs are both liquids, and the J- and the Ch- really 

come from the same place in the mouth. "Juggle" and "chuckle", the Gs and the K sounds, the J and 

the Ch sound; "banter" and "candor," you know, this is a way to generate your lists of words when 

you're working on that word cloud. "Butter" and "puddle" are another good example. Another way I 

like to play with them is rhyme reversals, so a word that starts out, maybe a two syllable word, 

"Banter," becomes "Turban", "Bag" becomes "gab," "chimp" gets pretty close to "pinch" if you go 

backwards, "cinch" and "chintz", and "perks" and "chirp" and "fear" and "reef" and "leaf" and 

"feel"and "cheer" and "reach" -- it's generative, it gets energy moving around, it's kind of exciting to 

play with. How you get the sense is a longer process. 

 

Another way to do it is with what I like to call cascading rhyme, or have heard called cascading 

rhyme, where you can move from a two syllable or three syllable word and just pick up one of the 

syllables, not necessarily the one that gets the stress, so "shipwreck" might get you go to "recreate" 

so the wreck goes to rec-; recreate gets you to creation which might get you to ration; sincere to 



 

serious to an estuary to arable, ballast, javelin, to linger, to girlish, to relish, to shudder, to tarnish... 

So these are ways to generated the word-cloud. And the mind begins to do what minds can do: our 

minds are good at making associations, at making connections, at trying to make sense of the world. 

And metaphors come out of this as well as really beautiful, swollen, sort of hard-to pronounce well 

blooms of sound... I'm making bad metaphors here now trying to describe it. But I thought I would 

try to show you how that went from a one-liner that maybe came out of my observation "Ambition 

bit her" to the word-cloud which I've given you in my method, to a poem that's in process that I've 

been working on for the last couple of months, because in some ways it's a little bit meditative and 

tricky, but it comes from all these sounds, and I thought I would end just by reading a part of that. 

 

I've called it Venn Diagram. 

Ambition bit her 

what she wants, haunts 

What atom is it? 

Doesn't matter 

It's appetite, it's wet 

The jury is in on injury 

It's thin skin sentenced 

to a kind of jaundiced justice 

Mustard plaster suggested 

Bruise easily? 

Try arnica, try moodras 

Shaded under purple derma 

Lurks umbrage 

Rue, a ruse is shunned 

and shuns 

Teeth nick knuckles 

Self inflicted? 

Envy's engine - 



 

chicken, egg - 

No sphere, this chicken 

is elliptical 

This diagram begins with 

eggs for orbit's sake 

For a universe that 

hatches grudges 

Centrifugal force is psuedo - 

false 

At the intersection of union and logic 

lives venn, 

The path of inertia merry-go-rounds again 

What eeks out is frequent and fugitive 

ambition, injury, umbrage, rue, 

Not one of envy's lovers 

has the oomph to be true 

 

That's where I am with the poem right now, I don't know if it's done or not. But that's my method. I 

recommend it! 


